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Hawks use Boston as example for success

By Michael Cunningham  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

7:25 p.m. Sunday, November 21, 2010 

Rick Sund explained why he stayed the course with the same players after the Hawks were swept from 

the playoffs last spring: it takes time for teams to break through.

The Hawks didn't provide much opposition in losing to Orlando in the Eastern Conference semifinals, 

demonstrating they weren't ready. But Sund, Atlanta's general manager, thought it was premature to give 

up on Atlanta's talented core when it hadn't been through enough tests. 

In other words, the Hawks still had to become a team like the Celtics.

"You always want to get to that level," Hawks guard Mike Bibby said. "It's definitely something you look 

up to. We kind of mold ourselves after them."

The Celtics visit Philips Arena Monday night with the kind of rugged mentality Hawks coach Larry Drew 

wants from his team. The Hawks have lost to all five so-called marquee opponents they've faced, and 

after each defeat Drew has lamented their inability to stay determined when things got tough.

The Celtics and all championship contenders have that attribute.

"The mental side of it, the focus side of it and the toughness side of it," Drew said. "That's what I am 

preaching to my guys, so that when there are [rough] waters you don't panic, you don't fragment. You 

weather the storm [and] mentally you push through it.

Whether those traits come from forceful personalities or, as Sund contends, through experience, the 

Celtics have had both since adding Kevin Garnett before the 2007-08 season. The Hawks can't come 

close to matching Boston's credentials, which include the 2008 NBA championship, nor have they 

consistently displayed the same kind of fortitude.

Yet both the Hawks' resume and their reputation as a persistent team were forged against the Celtics. It's 

doubtful the core that Sund has preserved would have made it this far if not for the first round of the 2008 

East playoffs.

The Hawks qualified for the playoffs that season despite a 37-45 record while Boston was the East's top 

seed, but the Hawks unexpectedly lasted seven games in a hard-fought series.

"Whether they like it or not, it was an intense series and obviously they went on to win the championship 

but I felt like we got a lot out of it, too," Hawks center Al Horford said. 
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Boston seemed to establish its dominance over Atlanta by winning the next four regular-season meetings 

after those playoffs, but the Hawks swept all four regular-season games last season. It wasn't as if the 

Celtics shrugged off the games because it was the regular season either.

Before the final meeting of the season, Boston's Kendrick Perkins was incredulous when someone 

wondered whether the Celtics cared much about avoiding the sweep. Then the Celtics were visibly 

agitated throughout Atlanta's 100-91 victory Jan. 29 at Philips Arena.

The Celtics figure to be in a bad mood again Monday. They lost at Toronto Sunday for their first losing 

streak of the season and now will be reminded of Atlanta's sweep of the 2009-10 season.

The Hawks expect another impassioned game against Boston, which would be their latest chance to 

develop the same kind of resolve as the Celtics.

"I think we are showing signs of it but we are not all the way there yet," Drew said. "When you go through 

it enough times, that makes you stronger. I want to get to the point of when [adversity] does happen to 

us, you don't see the signs. You don't see in our facial expressions, our body language in our movement 

out on the floor when things get a little rough."
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